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With the same extraordinary skill that he used to demystify scientific abstraction and the new physics,
Gary Zukay, the award-winning writer of The Dancing Wu Li Masters, here takes us on a brilliant and
penetrating exploration of the brand new phase of evolution we have now entered. Using his scientist's
vision and philosopher's heart, Zukav displays how infusing the activities of lifestyle with reverence,
compassion, and trust makes them come alive with indicating and purpose. He shows the way the pursuit of
exterior power has created our survival-of-the-fittest understanding of development, generated conflict
between lovers, communities, and superpowers, and brought us to the edge of destruction. With lucidity
and style, Zukav explains that people are evolving from a species that pursues power based upon the
perceptions of the five senses -- external power -- into a species that pursues authentic power -- power
that's based on the perceptions and ideals of the spirit. The Chair of the Soul describes the remarkable
journey to the spirit that each of us is certainly on. He illustrates how the emerging ideals of the spirit are
changing marriages into spiritual partnerships, psychology into spiritual psychology, and transforming our
daily lives.
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Among the best books I have EVER read ( and I read alot) Bought this book 25 years back, and it
changed my lifestyle at that time. Bought 5 extra copies for friends to provide away I was so impressed.
When I recognized how precious this is, I slowed up. Learning from your errors and changing behavior is
certainly where this notion should end.Life moves south, divorce at 50, change of lifestyle immediately, and
lost looking for a path back again. Read this book once again to gain stability and accept the circumstances
I was dealt. There are therefore many amazing concepts I'd highly recommend scanning this reserve. Met
a couple people who were thinking about the book so I bought them each this book. It seems when you
grow older you have time to explore your soul problems. Then the worst time of my life strike me at
67---my son died in a vehicle accident. Was completely devastated for three months, looking for just about
any reason to hang in there."I wasn't able to relate with everything Gary Zukav discusses in this
publication. It's a constant journey book.Today the people I acquired bought this book for 20 some years
ago have read it and explained they wished that they had examine it years back.So do yourself an excellent
service and purchase this book. Wow. Purpose is everything.I've now bought most of Zukav's books and all
are wonderful and insightful.After reading the book, I tried to make more responsible choices and take into
account the consequences of my choices by asking: do I really want what this choice will produce? Most
Influential Book!I am now buying more of this book for gifts again. The Seat of the Soul, may be the first

spiritualty book I read and it fundamentally changed just how I view everything. I am open minded, but am
particularly troubled when I come across writers who, instead of state things as "as i see it", or "in my
view", or "what I really believe is normally.. still, the message is an extremely positive one), Michael Singer,
Tosha Silver, Peace Pilgrim, Eckhart Tolle. it is tough to articulate. The lessons I came across among its
web pages inspired me to go on a personal journey to become the very best edition of myself by living a
more fulfilled conscious life full of intention. This is a book like no other This is a book like no other.Here's a
few of the best lessons from the reserve: "Forgiveness implies that you don't hold others in charge of your
encounters. She mentions it in every her interviews. Refreshing and inspirational Loved it , an excellent pay
attention in audio book ."Every action, thought, and feeling is motivated by an purpose, and that intention is
a cause that exists as you with an impact. If we participate in the cause, it is not possible for us not to
participate in the effect. In the most profound method, we are held accountable for our every action,
believed and feeling, which is to state, for our every intention."I related to the concept that each energy
I discharge ultimately comes back to me and also have witnessed this play out a huge selection of times in
my own life. But at the end of the day, for me, that is troubling material. Very insightful. Like many
previous review writers, I quit on this publication when I came to the Dolphin chapter: dolphins are dying
because they're exhausted and have decided collectively through their group awareness to abandon the
Earth. Am I looking for a particular response? Lots of healers cite to it as being a foundation piece. Read
this one first. Am I prepared to accept all of the consequences of this choice?The book is broken into the
following chapters: Evolution, Karma, Reverence, Cardiovascular, Intuition, Light, Intention, Choice,
Addiction, Relationships, Souls, Psychology, Illusion, Power and Trust.! It really is the use of your will.
Interesting ideas but difficult to understand We really wanted to like this publication." "The Universe backs
the component of you that is of clearest intention." "Temptation is a dress rehearsal for a karmic
connection with negativity. I needed to move with him. The concept that my soul is part of a huge mother
ship was a bit too much for me to grasp or understand, so the parts I didn't like I ignored. Great
book.Life goes on even more.My advice would be to read it with an open up brain, take what you need and
leave the rest. Respect those who seek the Truth, doubt those who find it. Read this ASAP I began

reading so fast, I couldn’t put it down. Most have Wonderful awesome read Life Changing This is so well
crafted. I tried to reduce complaining and started requesting myself inquisitive questions such as: What is
my intention with posting this?.", instead tell us *exactly* how items are.That is relayed as fact.---it could
save your life and help you realize why "stuff" happens inside our lives we can't seem to grasp. I first read



it in 1998 when I was nineteen and it ignited something inside me that was so profound. I consider myself
to be "on the road", and gained very little from this article writer. It helped me understand issues my
intuition was informing me but I didn’t know how I understood.. This certainty is disturbing, particularly
when claiming to learn what dolphins believe, or the many planes of angel presence, etc.I wanted to like this
because Oprah works with this guy so highly. Sometimes I have found myself not wanting to accept the
fact that I've indeed created a specific outcome but when I examined my motives and my intentions I
usually found my component and therefore the truth of a specific situation.. There are several other
authors out there who relay their own sense of spirituality from a more nuanced and less managing
perspective. I especially like Lama Surya Das, Thicht Nhat Hanh, Marianne Williamson (although another
person who knows just how it is. If you feel you’ll like this, YOU LIKE IT! Will help in your spiritual trip..
Many negative factors are taught to youthful unknowing people,it takes time to figure it out. If they are
insistent and say "this is actually the way it is", then most likely they are simply requesting to buy to their
version of reality, which is usually unlikely to be fact at all. I’m so glad I finally go through it and I’m
looking towards reading even more of his books. It sparked my thirst for even more knowledge. It clarifies
things I've never heard of so it requires a long time to learn. Feels as though a reference reserve you go
back and forth. There's a report and exercise guide by the end of the reserve for each chapter.After

reading this book, I questioned my motivation and intention of everything I did and viewed my behavior in a
fresh way. It really is true that whenever the student is ready, the teacher can look. One day I appeared
through the bookshelf, pulled out this book for the 3rd period, and it helped save my life, despite the fact
that I still grieve.Oprah lives and dies by this book.The most enduring lesson I received out of this book is
that my intention creates my reality and that I could manifest anything in my life through mindful
intention. It changed her existence and it's really changing my thought process about a large amount of
things in lifestyle. Sometimes I go to open the reserve and stop myself. Life changing!!! I decided to revisit
this publication after having read it years ago. This time around it had more meaning. It's as if Zukav was
talking with who I am today and the higher self I am evolving to end up being. I'm loving it, but it's taking
me quite a while. Author is a traitor to awareness. After reading reading the chapter on Karma, I threw
the book in the trash. I hardly ever accepted the watch of karma the idea keeps you perpetually in a state
of incorrect doing keeping you permanently trapped in earth prison.Life goes on raising family members and
working, but tried to incorporate the things I learned in this reserve in tack.I come across that the main
thing to ask oneself if whether a writer is requesting to take what they say and judge it on its merits,
and then to include it, or not, into your view of spirituality. Like religion it retains you in bondage and gives
others power over you. Author is certainly a traitor to awareness. I always understood that my thoughts
had been powerful, but everything seemed to click inside me when I examine Gary Zukav's explanation on
what purpose creates karmic energy that ultimately comes back.. Flowed very easily and leaves you seeking
more.Respect those who seek the Truth, doubt those who think it is..!" "An intention isn't just a desire..
Most didn't read it then when I'd inquire. Gave myself more time to procedure what I was reading. I
would recommend it to everyone who's thinking about going deeper. I understood I’d need to reread this,
usually. I’m so grateful I found this, so grateful. It feels so familiar and comfortable. Like I was
remembering something I currently knew but acquired forgotten.. Instead, I thought we would
concentrate on the lessons that spoke if you ask me and I dismissed the others which is my philosophy for
just about any nonfiction book. Very insightful.. Gary is great at putting all this into words." "Just by
feeling compassion for yourself is it possible to feel compassion for others. What do I hope to escape this?

But, I came across the chapters to end up being choppy and many ideas shared (as though they were
facts) without context. Very inspiring. Must read. And after reading half of the publication, I didn’t learn
how to apply the ideas. Excellent and very thoughtful. Truly insightful.
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